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THE TRANSLATIONAL LATTICE-VIBRATION RAMAN 
SPECTRUM OF SINGLE-CRYSTAL ICE Ih 

By P. F AURE and A. CHOSSON 

(Laboratoire de Spectrometrie Raman- Laser , Centre Universitaire de Savoie, 73011 
Chambery, France) 

ABSTRACT. W e presen t the Rama n spectra in na tural a nd polarized light of ice Ih monocrystals in the 
region of the transla tional frequencies. These spectra are of better quality and higher resolution than previous 
spectra from monocrystals, and demonstra te the value of the investigation of single crystals by this technique, 
in spite of the proton disorder. In order to explain the observa tions we use the model of simultaneous activity 
of the modes a llowed in D 6h symmetry and the modes allowed by the proton disorder. By a na logy wi th the 
interpretation of the phenomena observed in ordered piezoelectric crysta ls, we suggest that the existence of 
translation freque ncic3 up to c. 320 cm - l is due to the splitting between transverse and longitudina l optical 
modes. On this basis, an initia l simple dynamical model u sing only three parameters permits a n interpreta
tion of the R aman spectrum. The probable presence of directional effects in ice Ih argues in favour of the 
proposed explanatio n. 

R EsuME. L e spectre Ramall des vibrations de tralls/ation du reseau de la glace III monocristallille. Nous pn!sentons 
d es spectre3 R a m a n , en lumiere natu rel le et polarisee, d e monocristaux d e glace Ih, dans la region des 
frequences de trans la tion. Ce; sp ec tre ; sont de meille:lre qualite et mieux re30lus que les spectres a nterieurs 
d e monocristaux, et prouvent l ' inte r ~t d e l' etude de m c>n c>cristaux par cette technique, malgre le d esordre des 
protons. Afin d e r~ndre compte d e; sp ectre ; observe3, no us adoptons le sch ema d e l'activite simul tanee des 
modes a utorise3 dam la symetrie D 6h e t d e; m9des au torise3 p ar le desordre d es protons. Pa r analogie avec 
I' interpretation d es phenomene; ob,erve3 dans les c ris taux ordonnes piezoelectriques, nous proposons 
d'expliquer l' existen ce de freq uence, d e translationjusqu'it e n viron 320 cm- l par des separations e ntre modes 
optiques tra nsve"ses e t longi tudina ux. Sur ce principe, un premier modele dynamique simpl e, it trois 
parametres seulem ent, permet d'entreprendre une inte rpretation du spectre Raman. La presence probable 
d' effets direc tionnels da ns le glace lh est un argument e n faveur de l'expli ca tion p roposce. 

ZUSAMM ENFASSUNC . Dos Ramollspeklrllln der TranslationsgiUerschwillgllTlgen von Eis-Ih-Einkristallen. Wir 
legen Ramanspektren von Eis-Ih-Einkri3ta llen in nati.irli ch em und pola risier tem Licht im Bereich der 
Translationsfrequen zen vo r. Diese Spektren haben e ine bessere Qualitat und hohere Auflosung a ls frilhere 
Spektren von Eiskri stall en und zeigen d en Wert der U ntersu chung von Einkristallen mit Hilfe dieser Technik, 
ungeachtet der Protonenunordnung. Z ur Erklarung d er Beobachtungen beni.itzen wir d as Modell der 
gleichzeitigen Anr~gung derj enigen M oden, die in der D 6h-Symmetrie und durch die Protonenunordnung 
erl aubt sind . Entsprechend der Deutung der Erschei nungen , die an geordneten piezoelektrisch en Kristallen 
beobachtet wurden, schlagen wi r vor, dass das Auftre ten von Translationsfrequenzen bis zu etwa 320 cm- l 

von der Aufspaltung transversaler und longitudina l(" optischer Moden h errilhrt. Auf dieser Grundlage 
erlaubt ein erstes, e infaches dynamisches Model!. das nur drei Parameter b eniltzt, die Ramansp ektren zu 
d euten. Das m ogliche Vorhandensein von Richtungseffekten in Eis lh spricht filr die vorgeschlagene 
Erklarung. 

1. INT RODuCTION 

Interest in spect roscopic investigations of the different forms of ice mainly lies in the fact 
that ice is a typical hydrogen-bonded crystal, the simplest one, a nd some of its crystalline 
forms are orientationally disordered. 

The first spectra of ice Ih single crystals obtained with modern Raman- laser techniques 
were those ofFaure (unpublished ) a nd Faure and Chosson ([CI 97 I J) for the translational region, 
a nd these spectra a lready give a good idea of the general shape of the spectrum and of some 
of its details. More detailed spec tra, but with polycrystalline samples, were taken by Wong 
and others (1973) a nd Wong and Whalley (1976) . 

The first aim of this paper will be to obtain a better knowledge of the details of the spectrum 
of the single crystal using polarized light. We then propose to account for the existence of 
translational frequencies up to c. 320 cm- I by TO- LO splittings in connection with which we 
discuss briefly a dynamical model already presented (Faure and Chosson, [Cl 97 1 J; Faure and 
Kahane, [c I97IJ ) . 
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Fig. I. Unpolarized Raman spectra oJ single-crystal ice Ih at IBo K. 
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Fig. 2. Polarized Raman spectra oJ single-crystal ice lh at IBo K. 
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RAMA N S P ECT R U M OF I CE 

In ice Ih the oxygen a toms are arranged in D 6h 4 symmetry, with four oxygen a toms in the 
unit cell. It is generally accepted tha t proton positions a re governed only by the well-known 
Bernal- Fowler ru les (1933) and that these proton positions are therefo re disordered. The 
corresponding cubic form, ice le, is a lso genera lly considered to be disordered . 

n. EXPERIMENTAL ME THOD S AND SP ECTRA 

The R a man spectra were recorded in the range 15 to 350 cm- I with a PHI Coderg double 
monochromator and a Spectra-Physics 164 argon-ion laser (4880 and 5 145 A; typically 
I W ) from pure tra nspa rent samples of H 2 0 ice Ih single crys tals, cut in the form of sm a ll 
parallelep ipeds or cylinders according to the experiments p lanned. The recording tempera 
tures were 77 and 180 K , with polarized a nd unpola rized light, spectra l slit widths used 
varied from 2 to 0.5 cm- I a nd scanning speeds from 25 to I cm- Ijrnin (Figs 1- 3). T he spectra 
exhibit much fine structure but not as much as in Wong a nd others (1973) for polycrystalline 
samples. The reproducible features a re listed in T able I together with the corresponding 
features from Wong a nd others (1973). T he Y(ZZ)X polarization is very similar to the 
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spectrum with unpolarized light, and the differences between the four polarizations are not as 
great as is generally observed in ordered crystals. Nevertheless, depending on the polarization, 
one can notice, in addition to the different intensities, slight frequency shifts in the maxima 
near 225 cm-I, larger shifts (c. 8 cm- I) in the maxima near 300 cm- I (as previously observed 
by Faure and Chosson ([eI97I] )) and differing shapes for the maxima near 60 cm- 1 and for the 
shoulders near 270 cm- I (Table I ) . These results show the interest of studying single crystals 
of ice Ih in polarized light, in spite of the proton disorder. In particular the observation of the 
two maxima near 300 cm- 1 (307 and 2g8.8 cm- I at 180 K) is not possible in unpolarized light 
owing to the width of the peaks, and we believe the existence of these two maxima is important 
for the proposed interpretation of the spectrum. 

TABLE 1. FREQUENCIES I N cm- I OF THE F EATURES IN TH E RAMAN SPE CTRUM OF ICE Ih (H 20 ) 

H 20 at 180 K 

Unpolarized 

shoulder 47 

maximum 57 

shoulder 72 
weak shoulder 91 

minimum 99 
weak maximum 103 
minimum 115 

Polariz ed 
(when different ) 

shoulder 56 

weak maximum 70.5 

shoulder 140 broad shoulder 143 

weak shoulder 158 

maximum 170 
minimum 178 

maximum 225 {maximum 22 3.8 
maXImum 225.2 

broad shoulder 273 broad shoulder 267 

minimum 288 

weak shoulder 295 shoulder 293 

maximum 306 {
maximum 298.8 
maXImum 307 

H 2 0 at 100 K 

Some corresponding 
f eatltres from 

Wong and others ( 1973 ) 

shoulder 47 

maximum 54 
minimum 58 
maximum 60 

shoulder 71 
wea k maximum 92 

minimum 97 
weak m aximum 106 

minimum 114 

broad shoulder 147 
broad shoulder 160 

maximum 173 
minimum 181 

strong peak 227.6 

broad shoulder 272 

minimum 289.3 

shoulder 293 

maximum 305.1 

Some features of H 20 at 77 K 

Unpolari zed Polarized 

m aximum 60 

maXImum 173.5 

. {maximum 229.2 
maXImum 230.3 . 230 4 maXImum . 

. {maximum 309.6 
maxImum 315.3 maximum 316.6 

Ill. ACTIVITY OF ORDER-ALLOWED AND DISORDE R-ALLOWED MODES 

The D6h symmetry of the oxygen-atom lattice allows three modes A ,y, ElY , and E 2y for 
first-order ordinary Raman scattering processes. Clearly however the spectra do not consist 
of three well-defined lines. The temperature dependence of intensity (Faure and Chosson, 
[eIg71 ]) shows that thee. 300, e. 225, and e. 60 cm- I maxima correspond toone-phonon processes. 
In fact the Raman spectrum is very similar to the frequency spectrum derived from slow
neutron scattering experiments (Prask and others, Ig68). Furthermore, first-order infrared 
processes are all forbidden in the D 6h symmetry of the oxygen atoms of ice Ih; however the 
translational infrared spectrum (Bertie and others, Ig6g) exists and is also very similar to this 
same derived frequency spectrum. The same vibrations seem to occur in both infrared and 
Raman spectra but with different relative intensities. (This simultaneous activity will direct 
us in the choice of the proposed interpretation. ) Whalley and Bertie (1967) have given an 
explanation for these similarities. The disorder of the protons gives rise to what they call 
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disorder-a llowed modes in R aman a nd infrared first-order processes, not only for q ~ 0 

(q being the phonon wave vector) but a lso for q in the whole Brillouin Zone. The R a man 
spec trum is then due to these disorder-a llowed modes together with the order-a llowed A ,g, 
E w , a nd E2g modes in the D 6h symmetry. 

A satisfactory description of the observed infrared a nd R a man intensities requires no t o nly 
the knowledge of the frequencies a t r (centre of the Brillouin Zone) but also of the dispersion 
curves a nd the frequency spectrum. 

T he dynamical models already used (Kahane, unpublished ; Faure, 1969; Wong a nd 
others, 1973; Shawyer a nd Dean, 1972; Prask and others, 1972; Renker , 1973; Bosi and others, 
1973) either are unable to account for the existence of translatory fundamentals up to c. 320 

cm- ' , or use numerous force constants (ten for insta nce) a nd are therefore of doubtful physical 
significance. All these m odels use only short-range valence forces. 

IV. TO- LO SPLITTINGS IN DISORDE R E D ICE-A SIMPLE DYNAMICAL MODE L 

In ordered crys tals, phonons active in first-order infra red absorption produce an elec tric 
dipole m oment in the lattice, and the accompanying long-ra nge electric fields lead to splittings 
between transverse optic and longitudinal optic modes (P oulet, unpublished ; Loudon, 1964 ; 
Poule t a nd Matthieu , [CI970J). If these phonons are simultaneously ac tive in the first-order 
R am a n effect (a necessary condi tion being that the crystal lacks an inversion centre) the T O 
a nd LO m odes can b e observed by the R aman effect under appropriate experimental condi
tions (see for instance Arguello and o thers (1969)) . 

As we have seen in Section III , in ice Ih and l e w here the proto n positions are n early 
disordered, all the tra nsla tional vibra tions are simulta neously Raman a nd infrared active (at 
least weakly) and in pa r ticular those for q ~ o. If these vibrations are suffi ciently delocalized , 
one can expect TO- LO splittings in the R aman spectrum . In particula r the strong infra red 
a bsorption near 22 5 cm - ' will genera te a T O- LO splitting and the R a man peaks near 225 
and 300 cnr' will b e due to this splitting, since the Lyddane- Sachs- Teller rela tion 
WL O/ WTO = ( Eo/ E ro)~ applied to these m ax ima leads to a va lue of c. 1.3 for WLO/ WTO as against 
c. 1.23 for (EO/Ero) !. 

W e thus expla in semi-quan ti tatively the existence of translationa l fundamentals b eyond 
c. 250 cm-' by TO- LO splittings. To be more qua n tita tive one needs a dynamical m odel 
leading to TO- LO spli ttings. T he sim ples t way of rem oving the inversion centre of the D 6h 

symmetry and reaching the desired a im in dynamical calcula tions is to attribu te to the 
oxygen atoms positive a nd negative effective charges, with opposite cha rges for two n eigh
bouring oxygen a tom s. The D 6h sym metry lowers to C6V a nd the different modes transform 
as indica ted in T able H. A , and E, are " polar" modes. In the (K, G, p) dynamical model we 
consider here, f( is the stretching constan t for an 0 - 0 bond, G is the a ngle bending constant 
for a n 0 - 0 - 0 angle a nd p (p = QZ/ 4 7TEoa1) accounts for the long-ra nge interaction of the 
effective charges (q b eing the effective charge and a the distance between two first-neighbour 
oxygen a toms). In this first step we h ave only three p a ra meters. 

Som e indications concerning the calculation of the frequencies a t the centre of the 
Brillouin Zone are given by Faure a nd K ahane ([cI 97IJ ). T hese frequencies expressed in 
K, G, a nd p are given in T able II for q ll e and q .le. 

T he looseness of the selection and polarization rules on account of the proton disorder does 
not facili ta te an una mbiguous choice for the numerical values of K, G, and p. As our a im 
was to test the ability of this mixed Coulomb- valence-dynamical m odel to reproduce the 
high-frequency part of the transla tiona l spectrum, we chose the simple fit A , (LO) = 299 cm - I, 
E, (T O ) = 225 cm- I, a nd Ez = 170 cm - ' (T able 11 ) . As well as accounting for the m axima 
near 300, 225, and 170 cm- I, this m odel leads to a p ossible explanation for the frequency 
shifts a lready described as a function of polarization of the maxima n ear 300 and 225 cm - ' 
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TABLE H . CALCULATED FREQUENCIES AT r WITH (K, G, p) MODEL FOR ICE lh 

q llc 
H 20 

Ca/CIliated measured 180 K 
cnl- 1 cnl - I 

299. 0 298.8 

A lg AI I (8 ~ 64 ) 
(R .) (R ., I.R. ) - - K +- G- 2.8526p 222 ·9 

M 3 3 

- -K + - G- 2.6546p I (8 ~ 64 ) 
M 3 3 

I (8 ~ 64 ) - -K + -G- 2.6546 p 
M 3 3 

225.0 

ElY El ~ G K + ¥ G+ 5.5074P) 300.6 (R .) (R. , I.R. ) 

E,y E, I (8 34 ) 
(R. ) (R. ) - - K +- G- 3.4466p 205.3 

M 3 3 

E,u E, I 

(R .) M (6G + I. I 644P ) 91.9 

Bly B, ~ GK+ ¥ G+ 6.8934P) 238,5 

B 2 1l B, ~ (2K- 2·32 92 p) 170.0 170 .0 

K = 21.34 N m - I, G = 0.492 N m - I, p = 5. 163 N m - I 

since the two calcula ted LO modes have slightly different frequencies, as have the two 
calculated TO modes. We do not find any frequency at r near 60 cm- I, but for E 2 we find 
c. 92 cm - I. With only three parameters K , C, and p it is not possible to lower this E2 mode 
down to c. 60 cm- I without destroying the good fit obtained for the AI and El modes. On 
introducing two different angle bending constants C and C' this b ecomes possible . With this 
(K , C, C', p) model we obtain the same numerical values as in Table 11 for AI (LO), AI (TO), 
EI (LO), EI (TO ) and the two E z modes, but E2 = 217 .6 cm- I and E z = 57 cm- l for 
K = 21.34, C = 8.034, C' = - 7.050 and p = 5.163 N m- I (de tails will be published later). 

With the (K, C, p) model , the dispersion curves and the frequency spectrum were cal
culated and compared with the corresponding m easurements (Prask and others, 1968; Renker, 
1973; unpublished work by Renker and Parisot) . They will be published elsewhere. The 
merely moderate agreement obtained for the very-Iow-frequency part of the translational 
spectrum (as expected, since E2 is found at c. 92 cm- I and the calculated elastic constants are 
rather high) would be very likely to be improved by the use of the (K, C, C', p) model. 

V. DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS IN ICE 

The theory for polar modes in non-cubic crystals predicts the existence of " quasi
longitudinal" and "quasi-transverse" modes, the frequencies of which vary with the angle 8 
between the phonon wave vector q and the optical c-axis . This was investigated in ice by 
rota ting a single crystal in the form of a cylinder inside the low-temperature cell so as to obtain 
different values of 8. In order to get maximum sensitivity, these polarized spectra were 
recorded in the 300 cm- I region, since the observed frequency shifts near 300 cm-I are greater 
than those near 225 cm-I. At 77 K the X I (ZI Y)..(I polarization frequency varies from 
309.5 cm-I for 8 ~ 0 to 3 I 7 for 8 ~ 90° (Fig. 3). At the same temperature for another sample 
with the arrangement of Figure 2 the two different measured frequencies of the polarizations, 
which we ascribe to LO modes on the basis of the results of the (K, C, p) model, are 309.6 cm- I 
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and 316.6 cm- I (Table I ) . The important fac t is tha t this 8 d ependence occurs (within the 
experimenta l error due to the width of the peaks) inside the interval between the two LO 
m odes. 

If this directional effec t in ice Ih is indeed q-dependent (experiments are being under taken 
to confirm this point), it would be a n argument for the proposed explanation of the existence 
of transla tional frequencies up to c. J 20 cm - I in the Raman sp ectrum of I ce Ih , since q
d ependent directional effec ts are characteristic of uniaxial crystals possessing TO- LO 
splittings. 
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DISCUSSION 

W. B. KAMB: To what extent is the explanation of TO-LO splitting given by your effective
charge model basically the same as, or different from, the explanation given by Klug and 
Whalley in the previous paper? 

P. FAURE: We propose to explain the existence of translational frequencies up to about 3'20 
cm- I in the Raman spectra of ice Ih and Ic by the TO- LO splittings necessary from the 
observed infrared absorption. We believe that this explanation is basically the same as the 
one given by Klug and WhaIIey. In order to generate TO-LO splittings in the dynamical 
calculation in a simple manner, we use positive and negative permanent charges and this is 
the difference with Klug and WhaIIey's more elaborate model. 

We had already used this explanation involving TO- LO splittings for ice in a previous 
paper but expressed in a different way. 

E. WHALLEY: The relation between the models of Faure and Chosson and of Klug and 
Whalley can be summarized as follows. Both attribute the scattering and absorption at 
c. 300 cm- I to LO modes. Faure and Chosson interpret this in molecular terms by assuming 
that alternate water molecules carry a positive and negative charge, whereas Klug and 
Whalley assume that the molecules are uncharged but each has an effective charge tensor 
which describes the dipole moments induced by translations. In ordered cubic ice the charge 
tensors of nearest-neighbour molecules have the same magnitude but opposite sign. In 
disordered ice, the charge tensors presumably vary from molecule to molecule in an irregular 
manner depending on the orientation of the molecule and its neighbours . 
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